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Much More than
International
Agriculture

By David Sammons
Director

I have now been with IFAS International Programs for
about two years, enough time to have come to fully
appreciate what makes us unique and extraordinary as a
major unit of the University of Florida. The Focus newsletter publication alone reveals in each issue some of
what makes us unique, particularly in the international
arena. Interestingly, when I was recruited to join IFAS,
the position announcement was captioned "Director, International Agriculture” but, in fact, that was an error that
was quickly corrected to reflect my current title,
“Director, International Programs.”

UF/IFAS Hosts Historic Caribbean
Food Crops Society Annual
Meeting in Miami
Discussions Address Invasive Species,
Elements of Food Crisis, & Much More

In an historic first-time ever for
this meeting to be held in the
continental United States, the
Caribbean Food Crops Society
(CFCS) held its 44th annual meeting in Miami, Florida from July
13-17, 2008.

I note this corrected title because it highlights what
attracted me to UF/IFAS in the first place: the opportunity to work with a larger array of disciplines than the
title "agriculture" generally implies. I've always thought
of what we have here in IFAS as agriculture with a large
A! Agriculture is at our core but the remarkable array of
disciplinary specializations in IFAS brings together a
much wider spectrum of expertise.
IFAS stretches across the environmental sciences, natural
resources, human sciences, youth programs, food
systems, wildlife, social sciences, fisheries, and forestry
to embrace a huge disciplinary array that also includes
the core agricultural and life science disciplines. By being so inclusive as a UF unit, new doors and opportunities are opened to all of IFAS and new ways of looking at
the world are revealed.
Amongst that array of opportunities was our hosting of
the Caribbean Food Crops Society (CFCS) 44th Annual
Meeting in Miami in July. Like the formal name of IFAS
and the mistaken announcement of my current position,
CFCS does not fully capture the array of interests that
came together in Miami this summer. From government
to academic to research organizations, CFCS attendees
represented the very broadest interests of development
across the Caribbean Basin.
Enjoy this issue of Focus and the remarkable stories
highlighted in it. IFAS International Programs is agriculture and much more, beyond the traditional boundaries
that that term suggests—all of which is captured in our
newsletter. Note especially the piece about the CFCS
meeting to appreciate how broad we are. Contact:
David Sammons, sammons@ufl.edu

UF/IFAS was selected as the meeting host and Dr. Jimmy Cheek, UF
Senior Vice President for Agriculture and Natural Resources, served
as the 2008 CFCS President.

The Honorable Charles
Bronson, Commissioner of
Agriculture for the State of
Florida, addresses the
opening ceremonies at the
CFCS 44th Annual Meeting.
This meeting, held in Miami,
Florida, was the first to be
held in the U.S.

The CFCS 44th Annual Meeting
was a crucial coming together of
agricultural, economic, and sociological experts from 22 nations.
Farmers, business leaders, and government officials addressed timecritical issues such as the food
crisis striking Caribbean nations,
invasive species with the potential
to devastate entire industries, and
other major issues affecting the
Caribbean Basin’s many nations.

Countries as far north as Canada, as far south as Guyana, South
America, and as far away as Europe’s United Kingdom, Spain, and
France were represented at the meeting.
Other critical issues discussed included economic challenges for
agricultural development; urban agriculture in densely populated
Caribbean nations and successful urban agriculture models in
Florida; and 4-H programs that proved so popular, several Caribbean
nations have already requested assistance from Florida’s Extension
agents to begin similar programs in their countries.
The meeting reportedly drew the largest participation in the history
of the CFCS meetings, with 238 full-time registered individuals plus
partial registrations and volunteers that sent total number of participants to over 300. Countries represented were:
Cont. p. 5
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Internationalizing Extension
Island of Antigua and Florida 4-H Benefit from
International Extension Partnership
Internationalizing Florida’s Extension programs has many
benefits both abroad and at home, as demonstrated by two UF/
IFAS county Extension agents. A modest UF/IFAS International Programs travel grant allowed Norma Samuel of the
Marion County Extension Office and Nicole Walker of the
Polk County Extension Office to launch an international 4-H
youth development program for youth on the Caribbean island
of Antigua, part of the two-island nation Antigua and Barbuda.
That program is already benefiting Florida 4-H programs at
home.
When Samuel and Walker arrived in Antigua in January 2008,
they met with Antigua’s youth program agency officials, important stakeholders, and young people. A meeting with the
island’s Director of Youth Affairs revealed that her staff knew
very little about 4-H and its benefits. In meetings and through
a workshop, Samuel and Walker equipped the Youth Affairs
staff with information they need to create an island-wide 4-H
program.

Students on the island
of Antigua learn
horticultural judging
during a UF/IFAS
Extension team’s visit
there.
The team came from the
UF/IFAS Marion County
and Polk County Extension Offices. Information exchanged in the
visit is already bringing
helpful change to
Florida, as well as the
residents of Antigua.

Brazilian Tour Paves Way for
Florida Biofuels Industry

Samuel and Walker helped workshop participants develop an
action plan to move Antigua’s new 4-H program’s development forward. They also gathered information on the concept
and functioning of 4-H in the Caribbean Region, learning the
importance of focusing on entrepreneurship and community
service to attract participants and gain community support.
While on Antigua, Samuel and Walker also designed, implemented, and evaluated a horticulture judging contest and a teen
leadership workshop, respectively.

UF/IFAS Extension faculty teamed up with County Commissioners from five Florida counties for an educational tour of Brazil’s
biofuels industry. According to Dr. Larry Arrington, UF/IFAS
Dean for Extension, the educational tour was highly successful.

Samuel and Walker brought home to Florida some important
benefits, too. They gained valuable experience by teaching the
entire 4-H 101 Curriculum, which provides instruction in how
to effectively manage a 4-H club and how to conduct programs
using 4-H’s experiential learning model and essential program
elements. By conducting this international training, Samuel
and Walker are now equipped to teach any portion of that curriculum to new Florida 4-H Agents.

“The county commissioners are extremely excited about the
potential for the use of biofuels in Florida,” Arrington said of the
tour. “Furthermore, they are excited about the role that UF/IFAS
can play in helping local governments deal with biofuel issues.”
The five counties represented in the tour were Leon, Marion,
Palm Beach, Santa Rosa, and Suwannee. Other IFAS units represented were the Hastings REC, UF/IFAS International Programs,
and the Extension District Directors Office.

Samuel and Walker also can share with statewide Extension
colleagues and Florida’s volunteer 4-H leaders several creative
teaching and marketing strategies to use when working in communities with a high percentage of people from Caribbean regions. They learned that to attract more Caribbean immigrants
to Florida’s 4-H programs, county agents must offer more entrepreneurship activities. They also learned the importance of
obtaining grass-roots, or “ground-up,” community support to
sustain new or revitalized and expanded county programs.

The educational tour was part of the “Internationalizing Extension” program, geared toward developing partnerships with
Extension agencies from Central and South American countries,
toward enhancing the capacity of Extension faculty through firsthand international knowledge and experience, and toward helping
international partners develop knowledge of the benefits of internationalizing Extension programs in a global society.

A reciprocal visit of two or more staff from Antigua’s Youth
Department is planned to attend the Southern Region Volunteer Leader Forum in Eatonton, Georgia in October 2008.
CONTACT: Norma Samuel, nsamuel@ufl.edu or Nicole
Walker, naw@ufl.edu.
SEE PAGE 8 FOR MORE ABOUT THIS PROJECT AT THE
CFCS 44TH ANNUAL MEETING.

“The Brazil Biofuels Tour has been our most
successful international extension event of the
past several years.”
—Larry Arrington, Dean for Extension
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County Commissioners and Extension faculty were interested in
learning about a wide range of biofuel sources and the products
created from them, such as ethanol from the cellulose of forest
products, biodiesel fuel from oil-producing crops, and ethanol
from other “energy” crops, including corn and sugarcane.

The Extension and County Commission teams met several objectives for the tour. They developed partnerships with Brazilian
organizations actively participating in biofuels and Extension
work. They gained first-hand knowledge of as many types of biofuel development and production as possible, including inputs.
They discussed with Brazilian elected officials, at both local and
state levels, what process they had used to assist biofuel production facilities and processes. They also discussed what agricultural production issues are involved in growing biofuel crops.
See the web version of this newsletter for full details about this
exciting tour at http://international.ifas.ufl.edu/focus_newsletters
 CONTACT: Pete Vergot, pvergot@ufl.edu or
Walter Bowen, wbowen@ufl.edu

See the Web Version at: http://international.ifas.ufl.edu/focus_newsletters
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This project in Haiti was featured at the CFCS meeting, via presentation by a
project partner from the University of Miami, with assistance from UF/IFAS.

Helping Haiti One Village at a Time
The UF/IFAS International Programs office has joined forces with
the University of Miami Medical School to assist the residents of a
small village in Haiti. The project will provide agricultural and
medical assistance to Marmont, a village in the Western Hemisphere’s most impoverished country. The project is based on a
model deployed successfully in 79 villages across 10 African
nations by The Earth Institute at Columbia University.
Columbia University brings to the project its experience in conducting programs like this in Africa. The University of Miami will provide medical services and education in a region where a third of the
children under the age of five suffer from chronic malnutrition.
Deaths of children under five in Marmont’s region average 187 per
1000, the highest mortality rate in the nation.
The University of Florida’s IFAS faculty will provide critically
needed agricultural and economic training. Better farming methods
will increase food supplies, relieving food shortages and providing
better nutrition to improve health, as well as providing higher crop
yields. More crops harvested will allow villagers to sell their surplus
food crops for cash, reducing poverty. At this time, village farmers
are barely able to feed their families with what they produce.
The director of UF/IFAS International Programs, David Sammons,
traveled to Haiti with Edsel Redden and Florence Sergile to launch
the project in October 2007. Sergile, a native of Haiti, is working
50% in IFAS International Programs as Haiti Project Coordinator
and also works in the Wildlife Ecology and Conservation Department. Redden, the UF/IFAS Putnam County Extension Director, also
has many years’ experience working in Haiti and will provide crop,
livestock, and irrigation technology support to the project.
During that first trip, Sammons, Sergile, and Redden, accompanied
by faculty from the University of Miami’s Medical School, ascertained the extent of Marmont’s needs. During subsequent trips,
surveys have been taken to determine what resources are available
and what the most pressing needs currently are.

Randy Ploetz Receives
International Service Award

Sammons’ office will coordinate the work of experts
in the fields of agronomy,
soil science, and crop production as a starting place to
solve Marmont’s agricultural issues. The most ur- Impoverished villagers to benefit
from new multi-university
gent of these are sustainprogram in Marmont, Haiti.
ability and water availability, as water supplies are unreliable.
Marmont’s current agricultural practices and the state of its natural resources paint a grim picture. Tools, for instance, are in critical shortage, making it difficult for villagers to work their farm
plots. Farmers use local seeds and only a minority of farmers use
animal labor to plow the ground, as even oxen are in serious
shortage and must be rented to plow fields prior to planting.
Those who can’t afford to rent oxen must prepare the soil using
hand-labor.
Farmers have no access to any kind of farm credit, crippling their
ability to improve farming practices. They also face a multitude of
farming problems: illness of livestock, limited markets for their
agricultural products, and lack of transportation for those products.
One of the worst problems, however, is the state of the land, itself.
Marmont’s farmland has been badly degraded. The culprits are
excessive tree cutting for wood fuel and farming practices inappropriate for local terrain. Wood is used for cooking and to make
wood charcoal. The charcoal is made mostly for sale to consumers in Port-au-Prince, rather than used locally for fuel. The combination of farming and fuel practices has led to advanced soil
erosion.
Erosion further degrades soil quality. Flooding decreases crop
yields at harvest and consequently decreases revenues for farmers
already below the poverty level. In fact, seventy percent of the
region’s population lives below poverty level.
Clearly, there is much to be done. If you would like to join this
project, please contact UF/IFAS International Programs.
CONTACT: Florence Sergile, fsergile@ufl.edu

The American Phytopathological Society (APS) awarded its
International Service Award to Dr. Randy Ploetz, Ph.D., a professor Tropical Research and Education Center (TREC) in 1986. By
of plant pathology at the UF/IFAS Tropical Research & Education 1996, he had been promoted to professor. In 2004, Ploetz earned
Center, at the society’s 100th annual meeting this July in Minneathe University of Florida Research Foundation Professor Award.
polis.
From 2000 to 2002, Ploetz served as Editor-in-Chief of APS
APS is the world’s pre-eminent plant pathology society, spanning
Press and was a Senior Editor on the APS editorial board from
the globe with more than 5,000 members scattered throughout 92
1995 to 2000. He served as an Associate Editor for Phytopatholcountries. Ploetz was only the 10th recipient of the APS Internaogy from 1995 to 1997, as well.
tional Service Award. It is given to an APS member in recognition
of outstanding contributions to plant pathology in countries outside Ploetz also served terms as President of the Florida Phytopathological Society and Vice-President of the Florida State Hortitheir native country.
cultural Society. He has written over 300 publications on tropical
The John and Ann Niederhauser Endowment provides a cash prize fruit diseases, has edited and written four books, and currently is
as part of the award; part of that cash prize is always donated to an writing a two-volume book titled Tropical Plant Pathology for
international program designated by the recipient.
Springer-Verla.
Randy Ploetz is recognized as a world authority on tropical fruit
UF/IFAS facilities at TREC include extensive orchards where
diseases. After earning a Ph.D. in Plant Pathology from the Univer- disease resistance is studied for many tropical fruit crops.
sity of Florida in 1984, Ploetz was hired as faculty at the UF/IFAS
CONTACT: Randy Ploetz, kelly12@ufl.edu
September 2008
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Research
UF/IFAS Alumna Blanca Canteros Battles Citrus Canker
in Argentina By Deb Fisher, UF/IFAS Graduate (Class of 2007)
Dr. Blanca I. Canteros is a research scientist and coordinator of research projects
for the Instituto Nacional de Tecnologica
Agropecuaria (INTA) of Argentina. She
is housed at the Bella Vista Experimental
Station in Northeast Argentina’s Province
of Corrientes, a region that neighbors
Paraguay, Brazil, and Uruguay.
Canteros, who works in every area of
citrus disease and is an expert on all aspects of citrus canker, has worked for
INTA since 1997, when she graduated
from the National University of the
Northeast in Argentina (NUNA). She
expanded on her degree from NUNA by
earning her Ph.D. in Plant Pathology from
the University of Florida in 1990. She
then returned to INTA.
Canteros’ research focuses on hostparasite interaction, molecular characteri-

zation, copper resistance, ecology, and
integrated disease management.
She also advises graduate students and
teaches special graduate classes on plant
pathogenic bacteria and on citrus diseases at NUNA and at other universities
in Argentina.
Some of Canteros’ accomplishments are
the numerous research papers and articles that she has written on the detection
of copper resistance in the citrus canker
bacterium, characterization of canker
resistance in citrus hosts, cloning and
characterization of the avrBsP gene in
Xa pv vesicatoria, and successful integrated management of citrus canker in
Argentina, among others.
Canteros is a member of the American
Phytopathological Society, the British
Society of Plant Pathology, the Asocia-

ción Latinomaericana de Fitopatologica,
and the Asociación Argentina de Fitopatologos.
While at the University of Florida,
Canteros worked with Robert Stall and
Daryl Pring on bacterial diseases for her
dissertation. She said that her work at
UF/IFAS was very helpful for her research program in Argentina.
She continues to do collaborative research with Stall and remains in contact
with other UF/IFAS researchers through
the International Society of Citriculture,
saying, “These connections benefit my
work all the time.”
UF/IFAS extends its congratulations to
this successful citrus researcher and international alumna.
CONTACT: Blanca Canteros, intaexp@bvista.com.ar

The War on Invasive Aquatic Weeds: In Search of
Bio-Control Agents for Hygrophila
James Cuda, a biological-control scientist
at the UF/IFAS Entomology and Nematology Department and veteran of the
fight against invasive species, has declared war on yet another aquatic weed
that has invaded Florida.
He’s brought a cadre of scientists from
India into the fray, as well, to help search
for bio-control agents for hygrophila, an
easily spread invasive weed that has invaded Florida, other warm-water areas of
the U.S., and Mexico.
Hygrophila, a Federally listed noxious
weed, threatens to choke waterways and
is difficult to control. Native to India,
hygrophila has no natural enemies in
American waters.
So Cuda, a specialist in bio-control of
aquatic weeds, decided to go looking for
some. He traveled to India with graduate
student Abhishek Mukherjee in the fall
of 2007 to search for natural enemies of
hygrophila.
Upon arrival, they met with Dr. Rabindra,
director of India’s Project Directorate of
Biological Control (PDBC), where they
made a presentation and secured the cooperation of PDBC for the project.
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Cuda and Mukherjee visited the Central
National Herbarium, one of the world’s
largest and oldest herbariums, to find
hygrofila specimens that could pinpoint
areas of the country where the weed is
found in large quantity. While they found
specimens from twelve Indian states, 41%
of them originated in West Bengal.

agents. Cuda signed a cooperative agreement with the Krishi Vigyan Kendra
(KVK), or Agriculture Research Institute,
which is affiliated with the Indian Council
of Agriculture Research (ICAR). The
KVK agreed to provide laboratory space
for a field station dedicated to the hygrophila research project.

Cuda also wanted to know if any current
aquarium trade in hygrophila existed, so
he and Mukherjee visited a type of flea
market called a “han” in local dialect.
They not only found an aquarium trade
vendor selling hygrophila, the man agreed
to show them where he’d collected it.

The lab will allow scientists in West Bengal to search for and then raise insect
predators of hygrophila before sending
them to the larger labs in Bangalore. The
eastern part of India is very favorable for
the growth of hygrophila, so having a
field station in this area will be essential
for the success of the project.

They contacted Prof. G. G. Maiti at the
University of Kalyani, a taxonomy scientist, who confirmed that the aquarium
vendor’s plants and the plants invading
Florida were the same species. Maiti
joined the search for hygrophila in the
wild.
Not only were they successful, they found
hygrophila with signs of insect damage
on the leaves—a hopeful indication of
insect predators of this weed. They also
found a closely related species with both
insect and disease damage, which may
yield even greater promise for bio-control

Dr. Carol Ellison, a senior scientist and
invasive species specialist with CABI was
hired as project consultant and liaison
with the Project Directorate of Biological
Control (PDBC) India, the central body of
biological control research in India.
Ellison, a plant pathologist who will provide expertise in isolating and identifying
pathogens affecting hygrophila, will be
the UF/IFAS team’s main contact in
India. CONTACT: Jim Cuda,
jcuda@ufl.edu or Abhishek
Mukherjee, abhi06@ufl.edu
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People in the News
CFCS 44th Annual
Meeting
From page 1

Anguilla, Barbados, Canada, Cayman Islands,
Chile, Costa Rica, Dominica, the Dominican
Republic, France, Guadeloupe, Guyana, Haiti,
Jamaica, Martinique, Mexico, Spain, St. Kitts
and Nevis, St. Lucia, Suriname, Trinidad and
Tobago, United Kingdom, and the United
States, including Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands, as well as several U.S. states.

Left, Chelston
Brathwaite, spoke on
his “Vision of a New
Transformation
Paradigm for Caribbean Agriculture.”

Speakers
The keynote speech was delivered by Dr.
Compton Bourne, president of the Caribbean
Development Bank. The keynote speech,
“Perspectives on Enhancing Sustainable
Growth and Development of Caribbean
Agriculture,” is a subject Bourne’s extensive experience in the World Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, and a
wide variety of Caribbean institutions has
prepared him to address.

Above, Keynote Speech:
Delivered by Compton Bourne,
President of the Caribbean
Development Bank. Bourne’s presentation was titled “Perspectives
on Enhancing Sustainable Growth
and Development of Caribbean
Agriculture.”
Left, Desiree
Field-Ridley,
representing
Ambassador
Irwin LaRocque,
spoke on
“Caribbean
Community—
Challenges in the
Twenty-First
Century.”

Other opening session speakers included:
• Héctor Santiago-Anadón, Associate
Dean and Deputy Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez
Campus;
• Makola Abdullah, Dean and Director
of Land-Grant Programs at Florida A&M
University;
• Victor Harabin, Acting Center for Plant
Health Science and Technology Director
with USDA/APHIS;
• Chelston Brathwaite, Director General of
the Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture;
• The Honorable Charles Bronson,
Commissioner of Agriculture for the State
of Florida;
• Anthony Bryan, Senior Associate, Center
for Strategic and International Studies,
Washington, DC and Senior Associate,
Manchester Trade, Washington, DC, and
Senior Adviser, Business Development
Office, The University of the West IndiesSt. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago, and
Professor Emeritus, University of Miami;
• Desiree Field-Ridley, Adviser CARICOM
Single Market and Sectoral Programmes;
• Jimmy Cheek, Senior Vice President for
Agriculture and Natural Resources, University of Florida, and 2008 President of
the Caribbean Food Crops Society.
September 2008

Above, Jimmy Cheek,
2008 President of CFCS
and Senior Vice President for Agriculture &
Natural Resources,
University of Florida.

Right, Makola
Abdullah, gave
opening remarks
from the
perspective of
agricultural
programs at
Florida A&M
University.

Above, Anthony
Bryan delivered
a talk on “Petropolitics and
Pantry Politics:
Journeys in the
Global Repositioning of the
Caribbean.”

Right, Bruce
Knight spoke on
“Perspectives on
United States—
Caribbean Basin
Enhanced Trade
and Food Safety
Challenges.”

Right, Arlington
Chesney
introduced the
keynote speaker
with remarks to
prepare the
audience for that
important
presentation.

Left, Héctor SantiagoAnadón, Chairman of CFCS.

Left, Victor Harabin
gave opening
remarks from the
perspective of
APHIS, protecting
the U.S. from
invasive species.

The
Honorable
Charles Bronson, spoke
on “FloridaCaribbeanUnited States Agricultural Trade
and Marketing Challenges.”
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International Research
CFCS 44th Annual
Meeting
Field
Trips
Fairchild
Botanical
Gardens
provided CFCS
participants an
educational visit
to a lovely &
renowned
tropical garden.
Visits to tropical
fruit farms
allowed participants to sample
tropical fruits
grown in South
Florida. Some of
these fruits are
used by the
Schnebly
Redlands’
Winery, where
the tour participants ate lunch,
to create unique
tropical wines.
Some participants learned
about the irrigation system in
South Florida by
visiting a South
Florida Water
Management
District pumping
station.

Technical
Sessions and
Invasive Species
Symposium
Day two of the CFCS Meeting
featured heavy-hitters in terms
of technical presentations. Oral
presentations delivered during
one simultaneous session included authors delivering papers
on forage and livestock, food
science and post-harvest techInvasive Species (IS) cost the U.S. $120
nology, and socioeconomics.
billion a year in losses & threaten to wipe out
entire industries in the Caribbean Basin, which
While those were underway,
includes Florida, a critical player in the region.
another important feature of
the 44th Annual Meeting was unfolding during a second simultaneous session. That
simultaneous session was the day-long Caribbean Invasive Species Workshop sponsored by the UF/IFAS T-STAR (Tropical/Sub-Tropical Agricultural Research)
office. This symposium covered the latest developments in the area of invasive species management in the Caribbean Basin.

To put the problem in perspective, the wide variety of invasive species—plant, animal, and pathogens—costs the U.S. alone more than $120 billion in losses each
year, as of 2004. When losses of this magnitude are sustained across a region encompassing some 20 nations, a number of which don’t have the resiliency or diversity of crops to sustain that level of losses, the invasive species problem looms as
one of the greatest threats to modern agriculture and the food chain.
The research presented at this symposium addressed the latest information available
on the many types of sometimes devastating invasive species that threaten to wipe
out entire industries. The combined research information from UF/IFAS presenters,

Field Trips
The final day of the CFCS annual meeting included four professional
field trips of South Florida agricultural operations.
Field Trip #1, “Botanical Gardens,” began at Fairchild Botanical
Garden, stopped for lunch at Schnebly Redland’s Winery, a tropicalfruit winery, and ended with a tour of the UF/IFAS Tropical Research
and Education Center.
Field Trip #2, “Production Nurseries and Ornamentals,” included
tours of Kerry’s Orchids & Bromeliads, R.F. Orchids, Inc., Schnebly
Redland’s Winery, and Costa Nursery, giving participants a chance to
see some of South Florida’s ornamentals nurseries.
Field Trip #3, “Tropical Fruit Production Farm, Irrigation, & Nursery,” included stops at the Lara Tropical Fruit Farm, the South Florida
Water Management District Water Pumping Station #331, Schnebly
Redland’s Winery, and the Pine Island Nursery.
Field Trip #4 was a day-long visit to the Adams Ranch, a beef cattle
operation known for its breeding programs and its eco-friendly land
management practices.
Want to know more about DDIS? Visit: http://ddis.ifas.ufl.edu
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US and State of Florida presenters, and a multitude of Caribbean
nations’ presenters brought important information to the table,
which will help many nations protect their agricultural systems—
and ultimately the health and welfare and economic survival of their
citizens—from the threat of invasive species.
Technical sessions continued the next day, with crop protection &
pest management; fruits, vegetables, and specialty crops; and natural resources sessions.
A special Red Palm Mite meeting was held just prior to the kickoff
of the Poster Session presentations. Red Palm Mites threaten the
ornamental palm industry, plus banana, coconut, and date production industries.
The Poster Session drew a large crowd as poster authors presented
either their research or Extension outreach projects to the delegates.
Posters were grouped according to discipline. Florida A&M University presented a small ruminants session and the UF/IFAS Distance Diagnostic and Identification System (DDIS) demonstrated
how the online system can be used to identify invasive species via
the web. DDIS is a collaboration and communication tool for first
detectors, extension specialists, and diagnosticians to share information on plant insects and diseases. The system uses field data and
digital media to diagnose plant disease, insect, weed, invasive species, plant management, physiology, and nutrient problems.
Focus

Outreach
CFCS 44th Annual
Meeting
Farmers Forum
The Farmers Forum theme was “Community
Assisted Agriculture in a Peri-Urban Environment.” It introduced meeting participants to densely populated South Florida’s
urban agriculture via two production agriculture farms and a presentation on web-based
marketing strategies for urban agriculture.
Paradise Farms Organic, an organic farm
located on just 5 acres, operates via direct
sales to high-end restaurant chefs and
through periodic “Dinner in Paradise”
events. Owner Gabriele Marewski brings
restaurant chefs out to her property to
produce gourmet organic dinners using the
farm’s produce in the farm’s beautiful
garden area.

Above, “Community Assisted
Agriculture” brings the consumer
to the farm.

Peri-Urban Agriculture: Above,
“subscription farming.” Below, worker
education is part of restaurant sales and
other marketing strategies for “farming in
the middle of the markets.”

Nancy Roe, owner of Farming Systems
Research, Inc., Boynton Beach, Florida
made a presentation on “A Peri-urban Farm:
Farming in the Middle of the Markets.” Her
discussion included subscription farming,
community-supported agriculture, restaurant
sales, production issues, food safety, worker
education, marketing tips, and hurricane
disaster recovery.

Florida Cultural Night
At the end of the first day’s plenary
session, participants enjoyed the
“Florida Cultural Night.” Cultural
Night is a recurring feature of the
CFCS annual meetings, where the host
country provides a dinner that highlights the host nation’s cultural arts.

Ian Maguire discussed web-based marketing
strategies for urban agriculture. Maguire is
a professional photographer and web specialist at the UF/IFAS Tropical Research
and Education Center in Homestead and also
does work for local agribusiness firms.
Maguire took the photos for the CFCS 44th
Annual Meeting as well as serving as an
information technology computer expert for
the Meeting.

A dinner cruise along the intra-coastal
waterway allowed participants to
enjoy the sights of Miami while the
Miami band “Island Heats” provided
guests with the sights and sounds of
South Florida’s arts community via
costumed dancers and music that
reflect the rich blend of cultures found
in South Florida.

Marketing
tropical fruits
on the internet
is another way
of practicing
peri-urban
agriculture.

Other Meeting Features
Other features of the 44th Annual CFCS Meeting included the Caribbean Council for Higher
Education in Agriculture (CACHE) Board of
Directors meeting; a meeting of Agricultural
Experiment Station Directors and PROCICARIBE; a CACHE General Session; and an
Awards Dinner for members of CFCS.
September 2008

Below, Paradise Farms Organic
sells to fine restaurants & hosts
organic gourmet dinners in a
garden setting.

Florida Cultural Night
provided meeting participants a chance to learn
about the music and
dance forms that have
developed in South
Florida’s diverse mixture
of Caribbean and global
cultures.

Florida: Where the World’s Cultures Meet
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Extension's International Impact
CFCS 44th Annual
Meeting
Oral &
Poster
Sessions
A 4-H oral presentation
on gardening was only
one of 75 scheduled oral
presentations at the 44th
Annual CFCS Meeting,
but it illustrates the impact such presentations
can have.
An Extension team
of 4-H faculty from two counties,
Norma Samuel, Nancy Gall, and
Natasha Masciarelli of the Marion
County Extension Office and Nicole
Walker of the Polk County Extension Office, made oral presentations
and exhibited several posters of their
various 4-H gardening and nutrition
projects. Their 4-H posters were
among the 88 scheduled poster presentations at the CFCS meeting.
The “4-H Garden Project Builds
Positive Life Skills in Youth” oral
presentation, by Samuel and Gall, resulted in the
4-H team receiving many questions about how the
project had been organized and operated and how
CFCS participants could use information from the
Florida project to improve gardening projects for
youth in their countries.

Above, left to right: Ranjit
Singh, of the University of the
West Indies; Kwame Garcia,
of the University of the Virgin
Islands; and Hector Belle, of
Samuel Jackman Prescod.
Left, 4-H gardeners
from oral presentation. Right, attendees study research
on the response of
melon thrips and
chili thrips to
selective insecticides and discuss
the findings with
Vivek Kumar Jha, of
UF/IFAS.

Other CFCS attendees were
young scientists just
beginning their careers in academia or professional organizations, while still others were
students pursuing degrees in a
wide variety of disciplines.

CFCS Meeting Oral &
Poster Presentations

Samuel and Walker, the 4-H team that went to Antigua (see article page 2), created a poster about their
experience, titled “Exploring the Internationalizing
Representatives from the University of
of Extension Opportunities: A Partnership with
Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus, gather
Antigua 4-H Youth Program.” This poster resulted at Poster #41: Fermentation Characin contacts with representatives from the island of teristics and Consumption of Forage
St. Croix’s Department of Agriculture and the Uni- Sorghum and Sudax Ensiled in Round
Bales; W. Rodriguez, A.A. Rodriguez,
versity of the Virgin Islands, who requested the
and E. Valencia, Department of Animal
Florida team’s technical expertise to help with
Industry and Department of Agronomy
their respective 4-H and youth gardening proand Soils.
grams.
gua in using the curriculum in their Diabetes
Their “4-H Munchy Adventures Project Book” oral Prevention Program in schools.
talk by Samuel, Gall, and Mascierelli resulted in an
offer to translate the book into French and sugges- The impact of the other oral and poster presentations will be far-reaching, as well, with
tions that a Spanish version be produced, as
well. The team acquired a Caribbean Food Group great benefit for people throughout Florida
Guide and is considering the possibility of doing a and the Caribbean Basin. Experience in
other nations benefits Florida, just as experiversion of the 4-H Munchy Adventures program
for the Caribbean region, due to interest from Anti- ence in Florida benefits other nations.
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The CFCS meeting drew a
varied group of participants.
Some were senior scientists
fully established in their academic or professional agency
careers. Many networked their
findings and established new
linkages to produce new collaborative research efforts on
critical need areas and Extension outreach projects to help a
wide variety of audiences and
age ranges.

The 44th Annual CFCS meeting in the
Miami Beach Resort and Spa Hotel
featured 75 scheduled oral presentations
and 88 scheduled poster presentations.
Oral and poster presentations were
grouped into discipline sessions:
• Forage & Livestock
• Food Science & Post-Harvest
Technology
• Socioeconomics & Policy
• Crop Protection & Pest Management
• Fruits, Vegetables, & Specialty Crops
• Natural Resources
Oral presentations continued throughout
two entire days of the meeting, while
poster presentations were made during
an evening session, with posters on view
throughout the 4-day meeting.

International Research

Focus

International Research
CFCS 44th Annual
Meeting
ANIMAL HEALTH PROTECTION:
FUTURE CHALLENGES

International
Research at CFCS

Addressing Animal Health Issues in
CARICOM Member States:

Samples of the research presented by international scientists at the 44th Annual
CFCS Meeting by neighbors from throughout the Caribbean Basin include the
following:

Caribbean Food and Nutrition Institute,
Pan American Health Organization,
Kingston, Jamaica

INVASIVE SPECIES CONTROL
The French Overseas Department Invasive Species Initiatives in the Caribbean Basin
An archipelago of eight small islands,
including Martinique and Guadeloupe,
comprise the “French West Indies.” The
strategy to protect plants from invasive
species is founded on a complex framework of European and overseas regulations plus French administrative rules and
organization, not always drafted or revised
to incorporate issues related to tropical
agriculture.
So CIRAD set out to attempt integrating
the European regulations and their philosophy by developing 130 pest risk
analyses (PRA) and 70 invasive plants risk
analyses, which were created between
2004-2006. These PRAs are the foundations of the new “European Overseas
Regulations,” which are being drafted.
Meanwhile, to combat the most dangerous
invasive species, the French government
initiated Project PANDOeR for the French
West Indies. PANDOeR involves several
administrative or professional partners. It
aims at both controlling possible invasions
of Black Sigatoka, Moko disease, palm
lethal yellowing, tropical fruit flies, etc.,
and also to determine the geographical
range extensions of the red palm mite,
tristeza virus, etc. PANDOeR, based in
Martinique, has been fully operational in
the field since 2007. CONTACT: Jean

FACILITATING COMMUNICATION:
Because CFCS presenters spoke three
major languages, the opening plenary
session and all oral technical paper
sessions were translated three ways:
English, Spanish, and French. The translation booths in each session room were
staffed by professional translators from
Master Translating, Inc.

SOLVING PRODUCTION
CHALLENGES
Papaya Growth in Double-Row
Systems Established During the Dry
Season
University of the Virgin Islands

The University of the Virgin Islands conducted research on papaya, a tropical fruit
that is important both for its nutrition and for
the ability to cultivate it year-round.
The Virgin Islands, however, have a long dry
season where fresh water is scarce, making
papaya production difficult.
This research tested 3 papaya varieties in
three row-spacing regimes, using drip irrigation and grass-hay mulch to control weeds,
retain moisture, and prevent soil loss during
the short but heavy rains. The University of
the Virgin Islands recommends using a 1 x 2
m double-row growing system incorporating
drip irrigation with 4L/hr emitters at 1 m
intervals.CONTACT: Thomas
Zimmerman, tzimmer@uvi.edu

The Effect of Earthworm Compost on Production of Ivy Gourd
Horticulture Department, Universidad ISA, La Herradura, Santiago,
República Dominicana

An increasing demand for healthier
foods is driving increased organic food
September 2008

CARICOM (Caribbean Community) is an
organization that allows its member nations
to work collectively to solve challenges and
benefit member nations in the region. The
Caribbean Community can be viewed as a
group of small islands in which multiple
countries share a single domestic space. It is
critical, therefore, to have in place a plan to
eradicate or contain diseases that emerge or
re-emerge.
On the global scale, such diseases are challenging the resources of governments and
private sector groups. There is need to reevaluate current veterinary infrastructure in
CARICOM countries. These countries must
determine the extent of their preparedness to
deal effectively with veterinary problems that
may emerge.
The Pan American Health Organization is
proposing the creation of a joint multicountry strategy to effectively decide on a
process of eradication or containment for any
new disease or disease agent. That strategy
would need to prevent the disease from gaining grounds and spreading from an infected
country to neighboring states.
Recognition of the potential economic and
social impact of diseases plus a closer look at
the animal health infrastructure in these small
island states provide some parameters for
establishing a mechanism to address animal
health issues in CARICOM countries.
CONTACT: Lloyd Webb,
webblloy@cfni.paho.org

Iotti, jean.iotti@agriculture.gouv.fr

ORGANIC PRODUCTION

Some of the presentations at CFCS looked
ahead at what needs to be done, rather than
report on what has been done. This presentation identified needed changes.

production in the Dominican Republic. This
research contrasted the use of chemical fertilizers with the compost produced with earthworms (humus) on the ivy gourd.
Chemical fertilizer was applied to the crop
eight times in the fertilizer plots, whereas
earthworm compost was applied only once in
the humus plots.

Because total fruit production was not significantly different between the two treatments,
the data suggest that earthworm humus may
substitute for chemical fertilizer in ivy gourd
production. That’s good news for organic
farmers in this island nation. CONTACT:
Rafael Amable Vásquez Martínez,
rafaelvama@yahoo.com
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CFCS 44th Annual Meeting
Sponsors & Displays

Displays

The 44th Annual CFCS Meeting relied financially on assistance
from sponsors, which included Federal agencies, state universities, international agricultural agencies, and agricultural industry
associations, as well as on CFCS membership and meeting attendance fees.

There were 11 displays at the
CFCS meeting, from various
meeting sponsors, as part of the
Poster Session.

The investment in both money and time will have long-lasting
benefits for Florida and for the countries of the Caribbean.
Nations are working together to halt the spread of diseases, the
ravages of agricultural pests and other invasive species, and to
share technology to boost food production and solve socioeconomic problems contributing to the
food crisis in the region.

• UF/IFAS Plant Diagnostics
(DDIS);
• USDA/APHIS;
• Red Palm Mite;
• Florida Cattlemen's Association;
• Inter-American Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture (IICA);
• UF/IFAS
• UF/IFAS Tropical Research and
Education Center (TREC)
• UF/IFAS Fort Lauderdale Research and
Education Center;
• UF/IFAS 4-H Munchy Adventures’
Design Team;
• Florida Agricultural and Mechanical
University (FAMU); and
• FAMU Ruminant Livestock
Display.

Sponsors
Meeting sponsors included:
• UF/IFAS (host and sponsor)
• UF/IFAS International Programs
• UF/IFAS T-STAR (Tropical/
Sub-Tropical Agricultural
Research)
• Florida Agricultural & Mechanical University
• Inter-American Institute for
Cooperation on Agriculture
(IICA);
• Florida Cattlemen's Association;
• USDA
• USDA/APHIS
• USDA/CSREES
Each sponsor assisted financially with
critical support for the annual meeting.
Sponsoring organizations also made
presentations during the opening
plenary session and many chose to
exhibit, as well, providing valuable
information for attendees.

Displays included:

One of the meeting sponsors,
APHIS (Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service), is
the branch of USDA that
combats invasive species
that enter the United States,
endangering agriculture and
public health.

Above: Florida A&M
University’s two
displays included a
small ruminant
display, at left, and
a general information display, at
right. The small
ruminant display
was used in a
special session on
small ruminant livestock presented
during the poster
session.

Below: Other meeting sponsors
included the Florida Cattlemen’s
Association, representing a major
agricultural industry in the State
of Florida.

Children of participants
explore the Florida Cattlemen’s Association exhibit,
riding the “Florida Cracker
Cowboy” saddle and learning about the history of
Florida’s cattle industry,
which is one of the oldest
in the U.S.

Above: IICA, the Inter-American
Institute for Cooperation on
Agriculture, brought a display from
their headquarters in Costa Rica.
IICA maintains offices in 34 nations,
including the United States.
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CFCS 44th Annual Meeting
About the CFCS Meeting Sponsors...
Meeting Hosts

administering UF/IFAS global efforts. UF/
IFAS has nearly seven decades of experience
Caribbean Food Crops Society with global programs. Through multiThe Caribbean Food Crops Society
institutional linkages and significant research,
(CFCS) is an independent professional
education, and outreach, UF/IFAS’ internaorganization with interdisciplinary orien- tional efforts have contributed to the global
tation and membership. Constituted in
development of agricultural, natural resources,
San Juan, Puerto Rico, in 1963, CFCS is a conservation, nutrition, and allied sciences.
non-profit organization which fosters
The global work of UF/IFAS scientists is supcommunication between people who can
ported by advanced laboratories, specialized
contribute to the development of science, research and education centers statewide, martechnology, and production of food crops ket information resources, educational experand animals throughout the Caribbean
tise in formal and non-formal settings, and a
Basin. The Society’s objectives are to
network of professional colleagues around the
advance and foster all aspects of Caribworld.
bean food production, processing and
distribution, and to help improve the qual- Florida A&M University
ity of life for the people of the Caribbean. Florida A&M University is the nation’s No.1
producer of African Americans with baccalauUniversity of Florida’s Instireate degrees. For more than 120 years, Flortute of Food and Agricultural
ida A&M University has served the citizens of
Sciences (UF/IFAS)
the State of Florida and the nation through its
The University of Florida (UF) is a major, provision of preeminent educational programs
public, comprehensive, land-grant,
which were the building blocks of a legacy of
research university. The state's oldest,
academic excellence with caring.
largest and most comprehensive univerFAMU, "Florida's Opportunity University," is
sity, UF is among the nation's most acacommitted to meeting the challenges and
demically diverse public universities.
needs of future generations. Florida A&M
The University of Florida’s Institute of
University is one of nine institutions in FlorFood and Agricultural Sciences (UF/
ida's State University System, and excellence
IFAS) is a federal-state-county partnerremains its goal.
ship dedicated to developing knowledge
Florida Cattlemen’s Association
in agriculture, human and natural resources, and the life sciences, and enhanc- Florida’s cattle industry is one of the 15 largest in the United States. Centered around
ing and sustaining the quality of human
birthing and raising calves rather than the beef
life by making that information accessiprocessing part of the system, Florida’s cattle
ble.
industry has contributed to Florida both enviWhile extending into every community of ronmentally and economically. Florida’s
the state, UF/IFAS has developed an incattlemen both constitute a large industry
ternational reputation for its accomplishwithin the state and are dedicated to the presments in teaching, research and extenervation of Florida’s green ranch land.
sion. Because of its mission and the diAs a major industry, cattle ranchers signifiversity of Florida’s climate and agriculcantly support Florida’s interstate economy
tural commodities, IFAS has facilities
and provide jobs as well as beef. The cattle
located throughout Florida. IFAS is the
research and development center for Flor- industry supports a vast network of associated
businesses. Allied industries include (but are
ida’s agricultural and natural resources
not limited to) feed companies, heavy machinindustries, which have a $101.9 billion
ery corporations, and fertilizer manufacturers.
annual impact.
This integrated web of economic organizations helps create jobs and business opportuniMeeting Co-Sponsors
ties. Additionally, Florida’s cattlemen have
UF/IFAS International
been strong supporters of Florida’s youth.
Programs
Inter-American Institute for CoLeadership for UF/IFAS international
operation on Agriculture (IICA)
activities is provided by the UF/IFAS
International Programs (IP) office, which IICA is the specialized agency for agriculture
and the rural milieu of the Inter-American
is administratively part of the Office of
the Senior Vice President. IP is responsi- System, whose purpose is to provide innovative technical cooperation to the Member
ble for coordinating, nurturing, and
September 2008

States, with a view to achieving their sustainable development in aid of the peoples of the
Americas.
IICA’s vision is to be the leading agricultural
institution in the Americas and the partner of
choice by virtue of the quality of the technical
cooperation it provides in response to the
needs of Member States, and through its
contributions to sustainable agricultural development, food security and rural prosperity.
UF/IFAS Tropical-Subtropical
Agricultural Research (T-STAR)
T-STAR is a federal special grant administered through USDA-CSREES that leverages state and federal funding for the
advancement of agriculture, natural and
human resources in tropical and subtropical regions.
The overall goal of the University of Florida’s T-STAR project is to enhance the
decision-making capabilities of public
and private sector managers involved
with invasions by alien species.
United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA)
USDA provides leadership on food, agriculture,
natural resources, and related issues based on
sound public policy, the best available science,
and efficient management. USDA is a dynamic
organization that is able to efficiently provide
the integrated program delivery needed to lead
a rapidly evolving food and agriculture system.
USDA Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (USDA/APHIS)
"Protecting American agriculture" is the basic
charge of the U.S. Department of Agriculture's
(USDA) Animal and Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS). APHIS provides leadership
in ensuring the health and care of animals and
plants. The agency improves agricultural productivity and competitiveness and contributes
to the national economy and the public health.
USDA Cooperative State
Research, Education, and Extension Service (USDA/CSREES)
The Cooperative State Research, Education,
and Extension Service (CSREES) is an agency
within the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA). CSREES is one of four USDA agencies that make up its Research, Education, and
Economics (REE) mission area. The other three
agencies are: Agricultural Research Service
(ARS); Economics Research Service (ERS);
and National Agricultural Statistics Service
(NASS).
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Distance Learning System Benefits India,
Florida, & the World
Water is a critical concern for agriculture,
not just in Florida, but worldwide. Water
quality and water management can be lifeand-death factors that spell the difference
between successful harvests and healthy
families or lost crops and starvation in many
areas of the world.

Union on UF’s campus. The RLOs are now
part of an online learning system called
EcoLearnIT, developed by Dr. Sabine Grunwald, in the UF/IFAS Soil and Water
Science Department. EcoLearnIT is an
“electronic library” with many individual
RLOs within it.

India’s vast diversity of ecosystems and its
monsoon pattern of rainfall create great
challenges related to water management.
Those challenges impact India’s vast population, a significant portion of which lives in
poverty.

What are these 17 new RLOs? They are
web-based PowerPoint presentations, text,
narrated audio files, and video clips with
music and provide a rich resource to learn.

That’s why a group of seven scientists from
three Indian universities and two agricultural research organizations (ICRISAT and
Indian Council of Agricultural Research)
came to UF/IFAS in February 2008. A
grant awarded through the India-U.S. Agricultural Knowledge Initiative, spearheaded
by K. Ramesh Reddy, allowed these scientists to partner with UF/IFAS faculty for
two weeks.
By the end of their visit, the partners had
completed 17 new distance-learning components called “Reusable Learning Objects,”
or RLOs, that were unveiled during an
intensive workshop at the J. Wayne Reitz
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Each RLO is “self-standing” to make it reusable and is focused on specific learning
objectives. Each RLO has a knowledge
component and an assessment component.
The RLOs range in length, so learners can
complete them in 5 to 15 minutes. The
RLOs are not courses, but rather are tightly
focused learning units. All 17 involve water: irrigation, water conservation, and water management.
During their development, the Indian partners learned a great deal about distance education and e-learning, as they began with
less knowledge about these learning platforms than their UF/IFAS counterparts.
Two of the Indian partner institutions have
active plans to use the new technology and

develop courses using it. The other Indian
partner institutions are interested in doing
so, as well, but are still in the planning
stage.
While the materials are free to use, they
could be combined into courses that generate revenue. In a time of shrinking revenues, generating income from these RLOs is
a great benefit. UF/IFAS and all five Indian
partner institutions will be able to benefit
from the creation of short courses, certificate courses for graduate students and professionals, graduate and undergraduate
courses, and extension training that use the
“library” of RLOs.
While useful in teaching, EcoLearnIT is
also beneficial in extension and outreach
programs. The EcoLearnIT system is growing and attracting users from UF, U.S.,
India, and elsewhere. This shows how the
benefits gained from the fusion of ideas
between UF/IFAS faculty and Indian scientists will have far-reaching impact.
CONTACT: Sabine Grunwald,
sabgru@ufl.edu; K. Ramesh Reddy,
krr@ufl.edu Eco-LearnIT:
http://ecolearnit.ifas.ufl.edu
AKI project and workshop material:
http://akicb.ifas.ufl.edu
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